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ABSTRACT

We present our findings from a numerical investigation of the acceleration-driven Rayleigh-

Taylor Instability, modulated by varying periods without an applied acceleration field. It is

well known from studies on shock-driven Richtmyer-Meshkov instability that mixing with-

out external forcing grows with a scaling exponent as ≈ t0.20−0.28. When the Rayleigh-

Taylor Instability is subjected to varying periods of ”zero” acceleration, the structural

changes to the mixing layer remain remarkably small. After the acceleration is re-applied,

the mixing layer quickly resumes the profile of development it would have had if there had

been no intermission. This behaviour contrasts in particular with the strong sensitivity that

is found to other variable acceleration profiles examined previously in the literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) develops at the interface between two fluids with

differing densities ρh and ρl that are subjected to an external acceleration field, g [1, 2].

Perturbations to the interface develop, for a miscible fluid, into a layer of energetic turbu-

lent mixing dominated by emergent interpenetrating vortical structures that lies between

layers of unmixed fluid. Classical RTI, where g is not a function of time (t), has been

extensively studied, see comprehensive reviews by [3,4]. The instability has much slower

long-term growth than exponential, and is typically characterized [5] by:

hb,s = αb,sAgt
2, (1)

where hb,s is a width of thickness of the mixing layer, the Atwood number A = ρh−ρl
ρh+ρl

is a

non-dimensional density difference, g is the acceleration and t is the time. In flows with

moderate and high Atwood numbers (A > 0.1), we distinguish between rising and falling

structures by introducing hb denoting bubbles, i.e. plumes of light fluid rising through the

heavier fluid; and hs denoting spikes of heavy fluid falling through the lighter fluid. At low

Atwood numbers, the mixing layer is symmetric, however, with large differences in density,

spikes develop more rapidly [6–9].

RTI is found in many energetic processes including combustion and chemically react-

ing flows, in our polar oceans underneath sea ice and within weather inversions. Besides,

on astronomical timescales it occurs within Type-1a supernovae and in certain geolog-

ical processes associated with volcanic activity over viscous time scales (see [9–14]).

However, in the astrophysical context (e.g. [15]) and in some engineering applications

(e.g. inertial confinement fusion [16]) the configuration is typically g(t) 6= const, indicating

that hydrodynamic instabilities are driven by a time-dependent externally applied accel-
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eration field. Such flows remain a great challenge for models, most of which rely on an

assumption of Fickian diffusion and often fail to capture rapid locally and temporally vary-

ing changes in the generation of turbulence from instability driven forces. As a result,

increasing attention has been given in recent years to Rayleigh-Taylor instability undergo-

ing variable acceleration (see, in particular, [17–23]).

Until now, most work on variable acceleration in RTI has followed the time-histories

known as accel-decel-accel or “ADA” [19] where periods of acceleration is followed by

periods of acceleration reversal or deceleration. Dimonte and Schneider [17] was the first

to examine RTI over a range of acceleration histories applied to an immiscible fluid pair,

Freon and water (A = 0.22). Subsequent work compared Implicit Large Eddy Simulations

(ILES) [24] with previously unpublished experimental results (A = 0.48) [25] and it was

concluded that ILES with a broadband initial perturbation spectrum matched the experi-

ments. Some more recent work has focused on the sensitivity of future development to

initial conditions, [21], and has found that structural features of the initial condition persist

through to the second acceleration. Another recent study also examined the sensitivity to

duration of deceleration [23]. This behavior is consistent with [18], and more recently, a

number of studies have considered repeated cycling between acceleration and decelera-

tion, as reported in [22].

In recent studies using the more abstract Homogenous Variable-Density Turbulence

(HVDT), where the flow is configured so that mixing occupies the entire domain, sharp

changes in acceleration have been explored for the cases of acceleration reversal and

removal [20]. There, bubble and spike features specific to the periphery of an RTI mix-

ing layer are no longer present, and the configuration is representative of the flow deep

in the interior of a variable-density mixing layers. In the case that acceleration ceases

after an initial period, the authors reported that the loss of baroclinically generated large-

scale motion led to a decay in the rate of mixing and a rapid decrease in turbulence
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intensity [26].In addition, recent work HVDT has been used to study structural changes

to variable density turbulence when turbulent kinetic energy evolution is highly nonlin-

ear. In HVDT under constant acceleration, a smooth transition from rapidly increasing

to gradually decaying variable-density turbulence was observed that may be expected to

persist in the more general case of RTI with constant- and variable-acceleration profiles

with smoother transitions, and different variable-density flows such as RMI, mixing layers

and jet flows [26–28].

The behavior of RTI undergoing ADA tends to be dominated by peripheral structures,

particularly during the deceleration phase [21]. Here, there is no further growth of the

mixing layer, yet the layer continues to mix, collapsing the distribution of densities within

the layer. Subsequent re-acceleration may be compared with the classical RTI problem

that commences with an unusually thick interface and a substantial fraction of total en-

ergy held as kinetic energy inside the mixing layer. The response to the acceleration

reversal strongly depends on the spectral content of these conditions at the moment of

re-initialization. Asymptotically, self-similar evolution is recovered (see [21, 29]), but we

discovered in recent work, [23], that in the short term, re-growth of RTI is sensitive to the

proportion of kinetic energy where the vertical component dominates, and this is attributed

to internal wave activity within the mixing layer.

In the present study, we consider the special case where there the applied acceleration

is completely withdrawn or ”zero” for some duration in the evolution. We call this profile

“AZ”. This is closely related to the Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) [30, 31], where

a mixing layer evolves with no external forcing after an initial injection of vorticity at the

interface, usually provided by transmission of a shock through it. Our configuration differs,

in principle, only by the mechanism of the initial acceleration. Here, buoyancy-forces over

a longer period of time generate vorticity on the interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the numerical methods
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used to integrate the variable-density conservation statements. The initial conditions are

discussed in §2.1. In §3 we draw the connection between RMI and our modification to the

classical RTI. We also show that the structural composition of an AZ flow contrasts with a

previously studied counterpart, “AD” where we apply an indefinite period of deceleration.

The AZ configuration is a necessary precursor to better understand subsequently re-

acceleration, a case we introduce here as “AZA”. We study the RM limit in §3.1, and

examine its growth in §3.1.1. We then report the evolution of second order moments in

§3.1.2 before considering re-initialized acceleration, that we term “AZA” in §3.2. Finally,

we summarize our findings in §4.

2 METHODS

Simulations reported in this study were performed using MOBILE, a distributed mem-

ory, variable density, pressure-correction incompressible Eulerian flow solver. It uses an

Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) methodology to dissipate excess energy from the

mesh scale. MOBILE has been validated across a broad range of systems that involve

mixing and transport, including single-mode and multi-mode Rayleigh-Taylor flows up to

Atwood A = 0.9 [29, 32], jet flows with background flows [33, 34], Kelvin-Helmholtz Insta-

bility [35], lock-release gravity currents [35], systems with unusual geometries [36, 37],

and systems undergoing variable acceleration [19, 21]. Mass and momentum are ad-

vected within a finite volume framework, and a fractional step approach decouples hy-

perbolic (advective transport), parabolic (viscous dissipation and scalar diffusion), and

elliptic (pressure/velocity correction) components. Following from the work of [5] and [24],

MOBILE performs a sequence of total-variation-bounded one-dimensional advection sub-

problems that eliminate spurious oscillations around steep material gradients. Additional

algorithmic details are documented elsewhere e.g. [35].
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2.1 Acceleration profiles, problem setup, and initial conditions

Three different acceleration profiles are examined in this study:

(i) CG: classical RTI where the acceleration remains constant during the whole flow

evolution,

(ii) AZ: configuration where the RTI begins like case (i) until applied acceleration is

removed, and

(iii) AZA: a sequence of configurations that follow the acceleration profile of (ii) until

the acceleration is re-applied.

We investigate the behaviour of the instability with a varying range of ”Z” durations for

which acceleration has been removed and compare it with the AZ and the CG cases. The

AZ case,(ii), is related to RMI because in both cases, the variable-density mixing layer

grows under the absence of the external forcing using momentum from some form of im-

position of vorticity on the interface. Typically in experiments this is applied by transmitting

a shock through the density interface. but equally an impulsively applied external field of

acceleration also generates the key behaviour [17, 38]. In the limit of short RTI develop-

ment and a long period of no acceleration, it is conjectured that the key features of these

flows will be asymptotically similar.

Table 1 lists the acceleration profile for all the cases investigated in this study, a repre-

sentative AZA profiles is shown in figure 1 . For all AZ and AZA cases, the first acceler-

ation change occurs at t = 2s, to remain consistent with the preceding literature [19, 21],

and selects a time when the flow has already established self-similar development. The

AZA1 and AZA2 cases listed in the table are motivated by the authors recent work [23],

where it is shown that the growth of the mixing layer during re-acceleration phase is sensi-

tive to the proportion of kinetic energy with a dominant component in the vertical direction.

This sensitivity is attributed to the phase angle of internal gravity waves and the corre-

sponding distribution of energy in the flow (see fig. 3, §3.1 and for more details [23]). The
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AZA3 and AZA4 cases seek to investigate the effect of long-term removal of acceleration

on re-growth during the second acceleration.

For all the cases examined in this paper, the domain has aspect ratio given by L ×

L × 3L, domain with the resolution of 256 × 256 × 768. For ease of interpretation we set

L = 1cm. The density of the pure heavy and light fluids are ρh = 3 g/cm3and ρl = 1

g/cm3, respectively. These densities lead to A = (ρh− ρl)/(ρh + ρl) = 0.5. The magnitude

of the acceleration field is chosen as −4 cm2/s to allow comparison with previous studies

[19, 21]. The initial interface between the light and heavy fluids are perturbed as multi-

mode annular initial-conditions as

h(x, y) =
∑
kxky

ak cos(kxx) cos(kyy) + bk cos(kxx) sin(kyy)+

ck sin(kxx) cos(kyy) + dk sin(kxx) sin(kyy)

(2)

between the wave numbers 32 to 64 where the random amplitude coefficients are scaled

to maintain the desired initial kinetic energy 〈h′2
0 〉/2 =

∫ kmax

kmin
Eh0(k)dk = 3.15×10−4L [8,39].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we examine the AZ and AZA configurations. As noted in the previous

section, the AZ profile has strong similarities with RMI and in §3.1 we consider in particular

the long-term behaviour of a mixing layer after acceleration has ceased. We then discuss

in §3.2 how a period without acceleration affects the subsequent resumption of unstable

development of the mixing layer when the acceleration resumes and we compare our

findings with previously published work on ADA.

3.1 Effects of neutral (zero) acceleration

Here we consider the long-term behaviour of a mixing layer after acceleration has

ceased, using integral statistics in §3.1.1 and second order statistical quantities in §3.1.2
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to quantify the key indicators of self-similarity. The purpose is two-fold; the integral statis-

tics gives us estimates of the global structure of the mixing layer; the higher-order turbu-

lence statistics provides insight into momentum and energy transfer processes that play

a significant role in these flows [8,9,21,26].

3.1.1 Evolution of the growth parameters

Clear qualitative differences may be observed in figure 2 between the constant accel-

eration (CG), accel-decel (AD), and accel-zero (AZ) cases with a common annular initial

condition. Two-dimensional vertical and horizontal planes of the density field at the cen-

ter of our computational domain are plotted with a common time-origin (t = 4.5 s). The

mixing layer width is greatest for classical RTI CG case, since its expansion has occurred

continuously, whereas the other two cases have had an interruption to their expansion. In

a decelerated flow (AD case), we have a restoring buoyancy force and the mixing layer

is statically stable, and we found in [21] that it ceases to expand. The acceleration rever-

sal shreds previously formed bubble and spike structures under a stabilizing deceleration

phase, resulting in rapid mixing occurring in its interior.For the corresponding zero accel-

eration case of AZ, we observe that the mixing layer appears qualitatively similar to the CG

case, even without a source of new kinetic energy (KE) to drive mixing layer expansion.

However, it is remarkably distinct from the AD case. Dissipation of KE after acceleration

ceases appears to induce fewer structural changes to the flow than a restoring buoyancy

force. In addition, the mixing layer of the AZ case is longer than the AD case as the flow

experiences slow expansion.

Some recent computational studies have shown that the mixing layer expands rapidly

during acceleration and then shrinks slightly during deceleration, before resuming expan-

sion under re-acceleration at a rate that is sensitive to the duration of deceleration [21,23].

We attribute the sensitivity to internal wave activity that occurs within the mixing layer,
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producing an oscillatory exchange of kinetic energy (KE) and potential energy (PE). De-

pending on the mean phase angle of these waves at the moment of re-acceleration, the

distribution of total energy in the mixing layer between KE and PE is highly variable and

strongly influences the subsequent resumption of mixing layer expansion.

A quantity that acts as a well-filtered proxy for the response of the flow to acceleration

and deceleration is the anisotropy tensor, B, a normalized, directional measurement of

KE. B is the deviatoric part of the Reynolds stress tensor normalized by the KE. For

isotropic turbulence, B11 = B22 = B33 = 0, and thus B = 0. More generally, -1/3 ≤ B ≤

2/3, where the upper and lower limits represent one-dimensional and two dimensional

distributions of the KE [6]. Thus, B characterizes the geometry of turbulence and is

independent of the amplitude of the fluctuations. For RTI, we are interested in the vertical

component of B which is defined as

B33 =
u3u3
uiui

− 1

3
δii, (3)

where the trace is removed so that the magnitude is zero in a perfectly isotropic flow.

Figure 3 presents the evolution of B33 for CG, AZ and AD cases. The RTI CG case is

highly anisotropic in the vertical direction, as a result B33 > 0; this finding is consistent

with experimental measurements where values of B33 0.2 is reported [9] with the value

dropping to zero near the edges due to isotropy. For the AZ case, as the acceleration is

withdrawn, we observe that B33 slowly decays towards zero as the mixing layer becomes

progressively more isotropic. This observation is consistent with studies of RMI [40]. The

AD case exhibits internal wave like behavior as the acceleration is reversed; the vertical

component of the anisotropy tensor is observed to oscillate as shown in fig. 3. The

amplitudes of these oscillations decrease as the deceleration phase continues as the flow
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has regimes where the vertical direction of the velocity is highly anisotropic [23].

It is also of interest to consider a more flexible definition of the proportionality constant,

αb,s, originally given in (1). A generalized definition,

αb,s(t) =
˙hb,s

2

4Aghb,s
, (4)

For the current analysis, we replace hb,s with the integral mix width W defined as [5,41]:

W = 6

∫ ∞
−∞

fh(1− fh)dz, (5)

where fh is the planar averaged volume fraction of the heavy fluid. The integral was taken

over the entire domain that includes the mixing region such that the integral returns a zero

value in the pure fluids. The factor of 6 derives from considering the width of the volume

fraction (density) which is assumed to have a linear profile across the mix width [41].

Equation (4) was proposed by [6] using a self-similar analysis of small Atwood number

RTI mixing. In the asymptotic limit of a classical CG RTI, a close to constant value of αb,s is

expected. This is widely taken as evidence of an invariance associated with self-similarity

for experiments [9] and computations [7]. We expect a different form of a self-similarity

during zero acceleration, but anticipate that the corresponding exponent will also tend to

a constant value. We take the definition proposed in [42] for the development of the RMI

as:

W (t) ≈ (t− t0)θ. (6)
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Due to the correspondence between RMI and our AZ case, the exponent θ is adopted as

a key measure of mixing layer development after acceleration has ceased. The study of

Weber et al. [42] covers a wide range of Atwood numbers (0.22 - 0.73), and Mach number

(1.1 - 1.9) and present flow statistics for non-dimensional times ≈ 30 that is well beyond

times reported in other RMI studies [3,4].

Energy persisting in the flow after cessation of acceleration is converted relatively

slowly by dissipation, so the mixing layer will continue to grow for the long term, until no

kinetic energy remains. In this study we use an incompressible code, where the time

step is limited by the fluid velocity and not by acoustic propagation making it possible to

compute longer durations than most of the previous RMI studies. A recent collaborative

effort on RMI [43] compared θ using various codes suggest a θ ≈ 0.29. However, Weber

et al’s [42] study shows convergence at much later normalized times (τ ) > 25 and lower

theta values. Note that slightly larger values from the theta group is at τ ≈ 6. This enables

us to contribute to some long-standing questions [3,4,43] about the widely accepted self-

similar scaling, θ, of mixing layer development under zero acceleration. We find that

immediately after acceleration ceases, the mixing layer continues to expand rapidly for an

initial period; shortly thereafter the expansion slows and it is the asymptotic self-similar

behaviour, found after the transients have decayed, that is of particular interest here. We

present in figure 4 our simulations, together with bounds θ = 0.2 and θ = 0.28 as reported

by Weber [42] for various range of different initial conditions, and find that our results to

be consistent with these expectations.

3.1.2 Evolution of the second order moments

We present in figure 5 the time-evolution of the second order moments of the veloc-

ity and scalar fields in the AZ case. After cessation of acceleration, both the normalized

density-velocity correlation, 〈u3c〉
h0.5

, and the normalized vertical component of KE, 〈u3u3〉
h

,
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decays gradually as there is no production of KE in the mixing layer due to accelera-

tion withdrawl. The KE that remains in the flow at the instant of acceleration withdrawl

is dissipated over time. Moreover, along with the other velocity components, u3 reduces

progressively as the flow tends to become isotropic. We remark that the velocity-density

correlation 〈u3c〉 decays more slowly than the 〈u3u3〉, and infer from this that the density

fluctuations are less strongly affected by removal of acceleration than velocity fluctua-

tions. This may be seen qualitatively in 2 and we infer that the density field preserves its

structure more completely in the absence of acceleration.

An important statistical measure of the completeness of mixing, known as the molec-

ular mixing parameter, Θ, is defined as

Θ =
〈fhfl〉
〈fh〉〈fl〉

, (7)

where fh and fl are the mass fractions of the pure light and pure heavy fluids. In classical

CG RTI, the asymptotic value of Θ is reported by [6, 8, 44] to fluctuate around the value

of 0.7. The evolution of Θ is shown in figure 5(c) to vary only weakly in the constant

acceleration (CG) configuration. This indicates we have already reached a self-similar

state before any changes are made to the applied acceleration. We observe a small

increase in Θ in our AZ case just after acceleration ceases, and we attribute this to a

sudden decrease in our measure of vertical mass flux u3 c (see fig. 3.1.2 (b)). For

both CG and AZ cases it is shown that Θ is invariant in the late time, once transients

associated with the sudden cessation of acceleration have decayed away. However, the

long-term value of Θ is also largely unaltered from that obtained in the self-similar limit

of a RTI unstable, accelerated mixing layer. We may infer therefore that in the AZ case

although mixing layer development is retarded without a continuous source of PE, vertical
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mass fluxes are smaller and turbulence intensities are lower so we anticipate mixing will

be reduced, nonetheless little has changed structurally. We might therefore expect any

resumption of acceleration to drive mixing layer expansion that is largely independent of

the duration of zero acceleration.

3.2 Rayleigh-Taylor instability under AZA profile

Previous work on RTI ADA with history has shown that during a statically stable decel-

eration, mixing takes place very rapidly [19, 21]. This decorrelates the bubble and spike

structures and unmixed fluid ceases to inter-penetrate deep into the mixing layer. With

subsequent resumption of acceleration we have established a strong sensitivity to the du-

ration of preceding deceleration. However, as the following results will show, in the AZA

configurations, we obtain a remarkable independence of mixing layer expansion rates with

respect to the duration of zero acceleration once the acceleration resumes.

3.2.1 Evolution of the growth parameters

A qualitatively distinct behaviour can be first observed in figure 2(a), showing an AD

case examined in [21], compared with our present AZ configuration shown in figure 2(b) at

the same instant in time (t=4.5 s). Without a restoring force, there is no evidence that the

spike and bubble structures in the RTI mixing layer decorrelate. However, an oscillatory

exchange of KE and PE introduce sensitivity into the timing for resuming acceleration; the

authors shown that variability in the subsequent rate of mixing layer expansion for an RTI

ADA case may exceed 30% depending on the period of deceleration [23].

In the AZ case, the KE that remains after acceleration ceases sustains progressively

less mixing but does nothing to impede mixing layer expansion once acceleration re-

sumes. Since Θ preserved its value throughout both ‘A’ and ‘Z’ periods of an AZ config-

uration (see figure 5), we infer that the structure of the mixing layer is not substantially

affected by varying periods of zero acceleration. We consider that its continued, albeit
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slower, expansion is necessary to preserve its structural properties, and the evidence in

figure 6 indicates clearly that growth rates during subsequent re-acceleration are indeed

independent from the duration of zero acceleration. This interesting behaviour is in stark

contrast to previously studied ADA configurations [19,21,29]).

3.2.2 Evolution of the second order moments

In this subsection, we investigate the behaviour of several second order moments

of the flow during the second acceleration phase. As seen in figure 7(a), upon re-

acceleration, the contribution of u3u3 to KE from vertical velocity quickly recovers its self-

similar asymptotic value of≈ 0.2. The mixing layer once again becomes highly anisotropic

as conversion from PE to KE (see fig. 8) resumes and preferentially induces more rapid

vertical motion. Once acceleration resumes, the average mass flux (velocity-density) cor-

relation u3 c shown in figure 7(b) increases transiently as RTI recovers and then stabilises.

Conversely, Θ decreases slightly as shown in figure 7(c), and we attribute this to the tran-

sient increase in average mass-flux, since this corresponds to increased inter-penetration

by unmixed fluid deep into the mixing layer. We remark that some limited variability does

exist between the AZA cases, notable both in the duration of re-acceleration transients

and in the degree to which fully-developed self-similarity is reached before the mixing

layer expands to fill the simulation domain.

4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The current study explores RTIr-induced mixing with variable periods of complete ac-

celeration withdrawal. The acceleration is removed for either some intermediate (AZA) pe-

riod or for some indefinite (AZ) period, the results are compared to the classical constant-

gravity (CG) case. Our findings are summarised below.

In the AZ case the early ‘A’ stage is statistically identical to the classical RTI with

mixing layer expansion scaling with t2, but in the ‘Z’ stage we find strong parallels with
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the shock-driven RMI. Here the kinetic energy progressively decays, but the mixing layer

continues to expand, albeit much more slowly. The scaling behaviour of this expansion

follows tθ, and in this paper we obtain values of θ that lie in a range consistent with

previous studies (e.g. [42]) on RMI. By using explicit incompressible simulations where

numerical stability is limited by fluid advection velocities rather than acoustic propagation,

then we can efficiently calculate long-term scaling in this decaying flow.

We compare the AZ case with the previously studied behavior of indefinite decelera-

tion (AD) and we notice several important distinguishing features. In a decelerated flow

we have a restoring buoyancy force and the mixing layer is statically stable, so it ceases

to expand, despite rapid mixing occurring in its interior. One particular marker of internal

structure is the vertical component of the anisotropy tensor, B33, and we find whereas

it oscillates in the AD configuration, for AZ cases there is simply progressive decay of

anisotropy and it scales self-similarly with kinetic energy, once again consistent with stud-

ies of RMI. Our study of the AZ configuration has been a necessary precursor to exam-

ining AZA configurations. We varied the intermediate duration over which acceleration is

not applied, and made the surprising discovery that subsequent mixing layer expansion

is almost entirely unaffected by such periods. Layer expansion resumes at a rate that we

show in this paper to be independent of the duration over which acceleration is removed.

In particular this contrasts with our previous work on AD, where strong sensitivity is found.

Here we present evidence obtained from second-order statistical quantities that there are

few structural changes made to the mixing layer during the intermediate ‘Z’ stage, and in

particular no decorrelation of existing bubble and spike structure that might impede the re-

sumption of mixing layer expansion. Almost immediately, we find that the re-accelerated

mixing layer is statistically indistinguishable from a classical self-similar RTI as growth

resumes.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Atwood number

α Rayleigh-Taylor instability mixing layer self-similar growth constant

B33 Vertical anisotropic tensor

fh The mass fraction of the pure heavy fluid

fl The mass fraction of the pure light fluid

g The acceleration field

hb Bubble heights

hs Spike heights

ρh The density of the pure heavy fluid

ρl The density of the pure light fluid

θ Richtmyer-Meshkov instability mixing layer self-similar growth exponent

Θ The molecular mixing parameter

W Integral width of mixing layer

W ∗ Normalized mixing layer width

AD Accel - Decel

ADA Accel - Decel - Accel

AZ Accel - Zero gravity

AZA Accel - Zero gravity - Accel

CG Constant gravity

HVDT Homogeneous Variable-Density Turbulence

ILES Implicit Large Eddy Simulation

KE Kinetic Energy

PE Potential Energy

RMI Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability

RTI Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
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Table 1: The presented cases that includes the Constant Gravity (CG), Accel-Decel (AD),
Accel-Zero gravity (AZ), and Accel-Zero gravity-Accel (AZA) cases.

Case ID First Reversal Instant (s) Second Reversal Instant (s)

CG NA NA

AD 2 NA

AZ 2 NA

AZA1 2 3.7

AZA2 2 4.35

AZA3 2 6

AZA4 2 10
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Fig. 1: Acceleration profile for the different cases.
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Fig. 2: 2-D vertical (on top row) and horizontal (on bottom row) density field for the CG, AD, and
AZ cases at t = 4.5s. The red color and blue colors represent pure heavy (ρh = 3g/cm3) and light
(ρh = 1g/cm3) fluids respectively, and white color represents the fully-mixed flow (ρ = 2g/cm3).
Please note that there are no dark blue and red color within the horizontal slice of the density field
for the AD case as the flow is mostly mixed at the interface with the local maximum and minimum
values 1.66g/cm3 and 2.24g/cm3. The AD data is taken from a case examined further in [23].
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Fig. 3: The time evolution of the vertical anisotropic tensor (B33) for the CG and AZ cases. The
AD data is taken from [23].
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Fig. 4: The time evolution of the mixing layer width of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (W (t)) for the
CG, AZ1 and AZ2 cases. The dashed-black lines represents the exponential growth rates (t/6)0.28

and (t/10)0.20 of the mixing layer width.
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for the all cases, (b) the normalized mixing layer width of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (W ∗(t) =
W (t)−W (t2)).
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Fig. 8: The time evolution of the vertical anisotropic tensor (B33) for the AZA cases.
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